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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Vital status is of central importance to hospital clinical research. However, hospital information sys-

tems record only in-hospital death information. Recently, the French government released a publicly available

dataset containing death-certificate data for over 25 million individuals. The objective of this study was to link

French death certificates to the Bordeaux University Hospital records to complete the vital status information.

Materials and Methods: Our linkage strategy was composed of a search engine to reduce the number of com-

parisons and machine-learning algorithms. The overall pipeline was evaluated by assembling a file containing

3,565 in-hospital deaths and 15,000 alive persons.

Results: The recall and precision of our linkage strategy were 97.5% and 99.97% for the upper threshold and

99.4% and 98.9% for the lower threshold, respectively.

Conclusion: In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of accurately linking hospital records with death cer-

tificates using a search engine and machine learning.

Key words: medical record linkage, death certificates, search engine, information storage and retrieval, supervised machine

learning

INTRODUCTION

Ascertainment of the vital status of individuals is of central impor-

tance to epidemiological studies that monitor mortality as an end

point.1 Death-related information is recorded in the hospital infor-

mation system only if the death occurred at the hospital; otherwise,

such information is often missing.2

On December 5, 2019, the French task force for Open Data

made publicly available the death certificates established since 1970.

This dataset, referred to as the French Death Master File (DMF),

enables completion of patient vital status information in the internal

registration system of hospitals.

In this context, Bordeaux University Hospital launched an initia-

tive aiming to complete vital status information by identifying extra-

hospital deaths with the French DMF dataset. We report the ap-

proach used and the results achieved. In particular, we used the in-

formation retrieval (IR) approach with machine learning (ML) to

perform record linkage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Background on Record Linkage
There are two main types of record linkage: deterministic and prob-

abilistic. The former is based on rules and the latter on weights or
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scores. The deterministic method consists of performing linking

based on exact match agreement, on several matching variables.

Records are compared using a set of one or more matching variables

(identifiers) that are common to both records, to be compared.3 The

probabilistic linkage involves calculating a score or probability be-

tween two records. In the well-known Fellegi-Sunter method, each

variable is assigned a weight derived from two conditional probabil-

ities: the m-probability (probability that an identifier agrees that

given records belong to the same individual) and the u-probability

(probability that an identifier agrees that given records belong to dif-

ferent individuals).4 For each pair of records, the overall match

weight is derived by calculating the ratio log2(m/u) for each variable,

and summing across all variables. Pairs with high scores have higher

probabilities of being true matches.

In probabilistic approaches, two thresholds are typically chosen.

Pairs with weights above the upper threshold are classified as links;

pairs with weights below the lower threshold are classified as non-

links; and those in the middle are inspected further (e.g., by clerical

review).5,6 To reduce the number of comparisons between data

sources, blocking strategies can determine which records are consid-

ered potential matches.5,7

ML approaches have also been used for record linkage.8 The

Fellegi-Sunter model incorporates an independence assumption of

each variable whereas ML algorithms can handle highly correlated

variables. ML models can also take advantage of more high-level

features, such as string distances and time differences.9 Supervised

ML models require training data for which the matching status is

known.10 In general this process is time-consuming and impractical

for large administrative data sources.11

Common evaluation metrics to evaluate record linkage are recall

(aka sensitivity) and precision (aka positive predictive value). Recall

is the number of true matches correctly identified by an algorithm

over the total number of true matches in the gold standard. Precision

is the number of true matches correctly identified over the total

number of matches outputted.

Description of the Dataset
The Bordeaux hospital registration system contains administrative

information on 2.2 million patients since 2005 and a total of 54,892

in-hospital deaths.

The French DMF contains mortality data for over 25 million de-

ceased individuals since 1970. Approximately 8.8 million death cer-

tificates were produced since 2005. Table 1 shows the common

attributes of the two data sources.

The hospital registers two last names, the birth name and the

used surname, whereas death certificates contain only one last

name. There are also differences concerning the first name. French

people can have one or more first names; one is used in daily life and

the others solely for official documents.12 The hospital registers only

the first name used in daily life whereas death certificates contain all

of the first names.

Overview of the Record-Linkage Strategy
Figure 1 presents the pipeline developed in this study.

Our approach was to combine a blocking strategy based on the

ElasticsearchTM search engine with a ML strategy to classify match

candidates. To train the ML algorithms, we applied a deterministic

approach to the 2005 to 2018 data to create automatically a gold

standard. The overall pipeline was evaluated in 2019. The steps in

the process are detailed below. Additional technical details and a

step by step example are provided in SupplementalFile 1.

Step 1: Blocking strategy

ElasticsearchTM is a distributed, document-oriented search en-

gine, built on top of Apache Lucene1. ElasticsearchTM was chosen

for its scalability, its speed performance and its scoring metric based

on the popular TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document fre-

quency). The French DMF dataset was indexed in ElasticsearchTM

version 7.6.1. A query was sent to ElasticsearchTM to find candidate

death certificates for a given hospital record. The blocking strategy

consisted in selecting only the first N search results and submitting

them to the pairwise comparison in step 2. The number of Elastic-

searchTM results, N, was set with the gold standard created in

step 2.

Step 2: Machine learning

Gold Standard

The goal of the ML step is to compare one hospital record with one

candidate death certificate and to output a match probability. To

train a ML algorithm, a gold standard containing both true and false

matches must be created. We used a deterministic approach to find

true matches. To identify them correctly, we leveraged the fact that

in-hospital deaths have two more matching variables: the date and

the department of death. Seven common fields were available: last

name, first name, date of birth, zip code, gender, date of death, and

department of death. Keeping the date and department of death as

blocking variables, the matching strategy was relaxed to capture dif-

ferences in one of the remaining fields. Clerical review when only

one variable mismatched made us confident that differences were

due to errors in one of the two data sources and no records were

falsely linked.

These pairs of true matches were next used to identify incorrect

matches. The difficulty in building a gold standard is to find exam-

ples in the gray zone,13where pairs of records do not have an exact

match agreement, for the algorithm to learn the importance of each

variable. For each true match, a search query was sent to Elastic-

searchTM and the incorrect match with the highest score was

retained. By doing so, we generated a balanced dataset, that is, there

were equal numbers of samples from the positive and negative

classes.

The optimal number of results N in step 1 was estimated by re-

cording the rank of the correct death certificate for each true match.

Features

The gold standard was converted to a feature matrix to train the

ML algorithms. Table 1 lists the features created for each attribute.

Several supervised MLmodels were compared. A random Forest

model and a fully connected neural network obtained the best per-

formance and were kept to predict whether a pair of records were a

true or a false match.

Step 3: Thresholds

An upper and a lower threshold were set at the end of the pipe-

line evaluation to maximize precision and recall, respectively.

Evaluation of the Pipeline
The overall pipeline was evaluated by assembling a file in which the

death status of the individuals included was known beforehand. In-

hospital deaths in 2019 were included to evaluate the sensitivity.

1 https://lucene.apache.org/
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Table 1. Shared attributes of the hospital and French DMF datasets. Missing values (percentages) are indicated in parentheses. ML features

were calculated by comparing the attribute values of hospital records and those of death certificates. String distance methods based on

edits (Damerau-Levenshtein, Hamming, Levenshtein, optimal string alignment), qgrams (q-gram, cosine, Jaccard distance), phonetics

(soundex), and heuristic metrics (Jaro, Jaro-Winkler) were calculated for the first name and the last name

Hospital

N¼ 2.2M (percent missing)

French DMF

N¼ 8.8M (percent missing) Methods of comparison (features)

Last names (0%) Last name (0%) String distances

First Name (0%) First names (0%) String distances

Birth date (0%) Birth date (0.66%) Equal or not for the date, year, month and day

Gender (0%) Gender (0%) Equal or not

Birth location (39%) Birth location (0.54%) Equal or not

Birth country (6.9%) Birth country (0.02%) Equal or not

Last registered patient address (1.7%) Death location (0.11%) Equal or not for department and region of death

Last visit date (0%) Date of death (0%) Time difference in days

Figure 1. Overview of the record-linkage strategy. In the first step, a query is sent to Elasticsearch for each hospital record to retrieve a limited number of N candi-

date death certificates. In the second step, ML models predict the match probability of a hospital record and a candidate certificate. In the third step, the pair is

classified as a nonlink, undetermined, or link according to the upper and lower thresholds.
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The date of death was used to validate automatically if two linked

records were true or false positives. If there was a discrepancy be-

tween the two dates of death, a manual review was performed to

check whether it was a classification error or a data source error.

Specificity was evaluated by randomly selecting 15,000 patients

who attended the hospital in 2020, that is, patients known not to

have died in 2019.

RESULTS

Between 2005 and 2018, 44,689 in-hospital deaths were registered

in the Bordeaux University Hospital information system. With the

deterministic approach 44,127 (98.7%) deaths were successfully

linked to a death certificate. Of the 44,127 true matches described

above, 98.9% were ranked first by ElasticsearchTM and only 0.2%

were ranked after the 10th result. A decrease in sensitivity of 0.2%

by the search strategy was deemed acceptable and the value of N

was set to 10.

Overall Pipeline Evaluation
All the 3,565 in-hospital deaths in 2019 were successfully linked to

a death certificate, demonstrating the completeness of the French

DMF. Based on the model’s predictions, the upper threshold was set

at 0.95 to maximize precision and the lower threshold at 0.4 to

maximize recall. Recall and precision were 97.5% and 99.97%, re-

spectively, for the upper threshold and 99.4% and 98.9%, respec-

tively, for the lower threshold.

Estimation of Outpatient Deaths
By applying the overall pipeline to the 2.2 million hospital records,

207,507 records were linked to a death certificate with a probability

over the upper threshold and 29,152 had probabilities between the

two thresholds, thus requiring manual validation.

In comparison, an exact match query in a relational database on

the last name, first name, date of birth, and gender matched only

200,824 pairs of records. In terms of performance, it took approxi-

mately 4 minutes and 30 seconds to search and classify 1,000 hospi-

tal records on a virtual machine with Intel Core i7-8650U @1.90GH

x 8 CPUs without parallelization. The source code, including the

feature matrix and the trained models, is available2.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of accurately linking

French hospital records with an open dataset to complete the vital-

status information.

The mortality information in the Bordeaux University Hospital

information system was found to be incomplete. This is unsurprising

because only in-patient deaths were recorded. We found a 1:4 ratio

of in-patient and out-patient deaths.

We proposed a reproducible pipeline based on a search engine

and ML. ElasticsearchTM is horizontally scalable and fast. The

blocking strategy based on its relevancy score gave satisfactory

results—a death certificate, if it existed, appeared in 99.8% of the

cases in the top 10 results. A recent Brazilian study also applied a

blocking strategy with Apache Lucene to reduce the number of com-

parisons in the subsequent steps.14

We explored the utility of leveraging existing in-hospital deaths

to build automatically a gold standard. A gold standard is manda-

tory for supervised learning but manual review of records is time-

consuming, expensive, and can be error prone.7Matching on death

date was also adopted by Newman et al. to check the accuracy of

other variables.15 Combined with other variables, death date is

highly discriminative and the probability of falsely linking a pair of

records is low.

Limitations
This study has various limitations. First, the gold standard was cre-

ated automatically by a deterministic approach and the maximum

difference between two records was limited to one field only. A

better-quality gold standard could have been obtained by using a

common identifier between the two data sources, such as the social

security number. This number is not publicly available and requires

authorizations that are difficult to obtain.16

Second, we didn’t compare the performance of our approach

with other linkage tools. However, not every tool was designed to

cope with huge datasets which complicates comparisons.14

Third, traditional counterparts of given names in various lan-

guages were not taken into account, which decreased recall. Because

ElasticsearchTM offers the functionality of adding synonyms, it

would be feasible to broaden the search queries by providing a re-

source of equivalent first names.

Fourth, this was a single-center study. The excellent concordance

of in-hospital deaths with the French DMF dataset may not general-

ize to other French regions.

CONCLUSION

The record linkage pipeline based on the search engine Elastic-

searchTM and an ML strategy provides satisfactory results and could

be further improved. The mortality information in our hospital in-

formation system was incomplete because only in-hospital deaths

were recorded. French mortality data can enable French hospitals to

add vital-status information to their records systems.
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